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May 20, 1997

Board of Directors

To:
From:

Water Planning and Resources Committee--Action
Electric Industry Restructuring Ad Hoc Committee--Action
Engineering and Operations Committee--Information

.&peneral Manager
d
Debra C. Man, Chief
Planning and Resources

Subject:

Direct Access for Water Supply Retail Electrical Loads

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that your Board approve the three stage action plan and
schedule outlined in this letter for providing power supply retail services, with the understanding
that each year of the program the schedule and actions in the stages will be reevaluated.
EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

For the last several months, staff has been working with its consultant, Resource
Management International, Inc., to analyze the opportunities for Metropolitan to provide retail
electric power service to its member agencies under the restructured electric utility industry. The
results of that activity have indicated a potential to reduce power costs to the member agencies, as
well as Metropolitan’s own retail electrical loads, and an opportunity to provide a revenue source
to reduce water rates. The findings of the report prepared by the consultant indicate that first and
foremost Metropolitan should continue to protect its favorable position on power resources for
the Colorado River Aqueduct and State Water Project, and should proceed with the effort
outlined in this letter in a fashion which minimizes risks and allows Metropolitan to gain
knowledge as the industry develops. The recommendation is to move forward in three stages as
follows:
0

Stage 1 - Information - 1997 and After. Conduct an energy use survey of the
member agencies and provide member agencies with information regarding risks
and opportunities on restructuring by providing workshops or other information
services.
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l

Stage 2 - Assistance - 1999 and After. Assist member agencies in developing
power supply strategies, evaluating specific power supply options, and negotiating
power supply arrangements.

l

Stage 3 - Full Power Supply Services. Actively assist member agencies in
soliciting power supplies, progressing to proactive marketing of power supplies to
member agencies.

The stages are designed so that the information and experience obtained through Stage 1 will be
considered in making a decision to proceed with Stage 2, and Stage 2 experience would similarly
be considered before Stage 3 is undertaken. During the first year of Stage 1, it is estimated that
the cost would be $186,000 in staff time and consultant fees. This item was not specifically
budgeted for in the 1997-98 budget; however, the plan would be to use the authorized ceilings,
reassign priorities, and provide for budget augmentation later in the year should that become
necessary.
It is envisioned that, depending on the types of power services Metropolitan
ultimately provides, Metropolitan would include all of the costs through the first year of Stage 2
(1999) in water rates, followed by separate cost-based rates for power services through 2001, and
could begin cost-plus pricing for services in 2002 if Stage 3 is initiated. The overall objectives of
the program are:

1)

Initially, learn more about the nature of the member agencies’ electrical loads and
provide information to them on the status of the changing restructured electric
utility business;

2)

Reduce power costs for the member agencies’ retail electrical loads; and

3)

Provide a revenue stream to reduce water rates.

DETAILED

REPORT

Metropolitan has been aggressively involved in all facets of the electric utility
restructuring effort under way over the last two years. This effort has included:
a

l

Participation in the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) proceedings;
Shaping of the filings made by the Trustee on March 3 1, 1997, through active
participation in numerous committees (Western Power Exchange, California
Municipal Utilities Association, Definition Teams, Filing Review Group, etc.);
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a

Serving on the Power Exchange (PX) Trust Advisory Committee (TAC) and PX
Governing Board;

l

Working through the Governmental Entities Class on the Independent System
Operator (ISO) TAC & IS0 Governing Board;

l

Briefing of FERC Commissioners, staff, and others;

l

Filing of over 30 interventions and/or protests before FERC and CPUC;

l

Involvement

l

Joining Association of California Water Agencies subsidiary ACWA-USA;

0

Following the utilities’ divestiture of their fossil fuel plants; and

a

Directly working with the investor-owned utilities to develop the operating
practices to protect the balance of benefits under existing contracts in the new
paradigm.

in the development of AB 1890;

The primary focus of these efforts has been to protect the existing power contracts
for the Colorado River Aqueduct (CRA) and State Water Project (SWP), avoid cost shifting, and
define the unique characteristics and benefits of these electrical loads so their unique niche in the
industry will be preserved in the new restructured industry. These resources represent 3 percent
of the electrical loads in the State of California and approximately 15 percent ($122,000,00O/year)
of Metropolitan’s annual budget. The potential for cost shifting among California ratepayers
represents the single largest risk to Metropolitan arising out of electric industry restructuring. A
small shift of 1 mill/kwh (average SCE retail rates are 100 mill/kwh) would increase
Metropolitan’s costs by $5 million/year.
In order to provide broad policy guidance to staff in this effort, your Board
adopted the following principles:
1.

Continue to take appropriate actions to protect Metropolitan’s investment in longterm firm power resources such as the Hoover power plant and the Parker power
plant;

2.

Oppose provisions that would expand jurisdiction of the CPUC or the FERC over
Metropolitan’s activities;

3.

Continue to take appropriate actions to preserve Metropolitan’s existing power
contract rights and avoid cost increases and shifting of stranded costs as the
electric utility industry restructuring moves forward; and
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Seek opportunities that may arise through deregulation to provide direct service at
reduced cost to Metropolitan’s water supply loads that are serviced under tariff schedules.

In working toward principle 4, for the last several months staff has been working
with its consultant, Resource Management International, Inc., to analyze the opportunities for
Metropolitan to provide electric power service to its member agencies under the restructured
electric utility industry. The results of that effort have culminated in the recommended direction
set forth below. The effort is summarized in the following three documents:
1.

Abbreviated two-page summary of the principal findings and recommendations
from the “Report on Provision of Power Supply Services to Metropolitan’s
Member Agencies” (Report) (Attachment 1);

2.

An 1l-page Executive Summary of the Report (Attachment 2); and

3.

The detailed Report with appendices (on File with Executive Secretary).
The detailed Report is broken down into seven sections as follows:
-

Section 1 - Background on report objectives;

-

Section 2 - Summary of restructuring and its schedule;

-

Section 3 - Legal basis for Metropolitan

-

Section 4 - Outline of alternative levels (3 stages) for assistance;

-

Section 5 - Primary power uses for water supply purposes;

-

Section 6 - Sources of power supply that are available; and

-

Section 7 - Findings of the Report.

to provide the services;

The principle findings of the report prepared by the consultant conclude that:
l

l

Any action considered by Metropolitan should avoid jeopardizing the continued
availability of its favorably priced power supplies for the Colorado River Aqueduct
and State Water Project.
Metropolitan has the legal authority to provide the level of power services outlined
in this letter.
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Providing power services as outlined in this letter has the potential to reduce
power costs to the member agencies and provide a revenue source to reduce water
rates.
To limit risks, Metropolitan should provide higher levels of power supply services
in a staged progression as regulatory and market uncertainties are resolved.

The recommendation is to move forward in three stages as follows:
l

l

l

Stage 1 - Information. Conduct an energy use survey of member agencies and
provide member agencies with information regarding risks and opportunities
associated with restructuring by providing workshops or other information
services.
Stage 2 - Assistance. Assist member agencies in developing power supply
strategies, evaluating specific power supply options, and negotiating power supply
arrangements.
Stage 3 - Full Power Sunnlv Services. Actively assist member agencies in
soliciting power supplies, progressing to proactive marketing of power supplies to
member agencies.

The stages are designed so that the information and experience obtained through
Stage 1 will be considered in making a decision to proceed with Stage 2, and Stage 2 experience
would similarly be considered before Stage 3 is undertaken. The proposed timing, anticipated
personnel requirements, and estimated costs are contained in Appendix C to the Report and are
summarized below:
Preliminarv Schedule and Cost
Schedule
Stage 1 - Information

Personnel (Full-Time
Eauivalents)

-1997 and after

0.5

Stage 2 - Assistance - 1999 and after

1.0

Stage 3 - Full Service - 2002 and after

4.0
Total

5.5
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1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

cost ($)’

186,000

138,000

408,000

363,000

369,000

1,144,ooo

Cumulative ($)

186,000

324,000

732,000

1,095,OOO

1,464,OOO 2,608,OOO

It is envisioned that, depending on the types of power services Metropolitan ultimately provides,
Metropolitan would include all of the costs through the first year of Stage 2 (1999) in water rates,
followed by separate cost-based rates for power services through 2001, and could begin cost-plus
pricing for services in 2002 if Stage 3 is initiated. In addition, it may be desirable during Stage 2
and Stage 3 to form a strategic alliance with a third party marketer in order to minimize the risk to
Metropolitan and utilize such party’s expertise.
As indicated above, during the first year of Stage 1, it is estimated that the cost
would be $186,000 in staff time and consultant fees. This item was not specifically budgeted in
the 1997-98 budget. However, the plan would be to use the authorized ceilings, reassign
priorities, and provide for budget augmentation later in the year should that become necessary.
The overall objective of the program is to initially learn more about the nature of the member
agencies’ electrical loads and provide information to them on the status of the changing
restructured electric utility business, with the ultimate goal to reduce their power costs and
provide a revenue source for reducing Metropolitan’s water rates.
The recommended action is exempt from the requirements of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) because the recommended action is not a project as defined
in Section 15378 of the State of California CEQA Guidelines (State CEQA Guidelines
Section 15061[b][l]).
RWS:ec
Attachments
o\clustrlOimmshared\boardirwsbd697.doc

’ Includes stafftime and consultant fees. (1997 - $50,000 staffplus $136,000 consulting)
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PRINCIPAL FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
PROVISION OF POWER SUPPLY SERVICES
TO METROPOLITAN’S
MEMBER AGENCIES

Opportunities for retail electric customers in California to choose their power suppliers
will become available in 1998. The member agencies incur expenses for electric power,
served at retail, required to treat and distribute water. As the wholesale water service
provider, it may be appropriate for the Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California to assist the member agencies in minimizing the cost of power used for water
supply purposes.
Pumping energy required to deliver
and the Colorado River Aqueduct
milLion annually.
The continued
supplies to meet these needs is the
Resources Division. Opportunities
water supply-related electric loads

water to Metropolitan from the State Water Project
requires approximately 5 billion kWh and $120
availability of reliable and cost-effective power
principal objective of Metropolitan’s Planning and.
to assist member agencies in reducing the cost of
may be pursued, but as a secondary objective.

The Planning and Resources Division has conducted an assessment of Metropolitan’s
role in providing power supply services to the member agencies. The principal issues
that were investigated, and the significant conclusions of the study are summarized
below.
Does Metropolitan
member agencies?

have the authority

to provide

power supply

services to the

Based on the authority provided by the Metropolitan Water District Act and the
California electric industry restructuring legislation (AB 18901, Metropolitan’s Gene&l Counsel has concluded that Metropolitan has full authority to provide the member
:
agencies with any and all power supply services for water supply purposes.
What opportunities
restructuring?

to reduce power

costs exist as a result of electric industry

One objective of AB 1890 is to provide retail customers served by the investor owned
utilities with the freedom to independently, or jointly with other retail customers, have
“direct access” to the power suppliers they choose. AB 1890 encourages but does not
require municipal utilities to provide such freedom to their customers. Competition in
power supply is expected to create significant opportunities to reduce the cost of
delivered power.
How much power do the member agencies require to distribute

water?

Only limited information was available to conduct this study, but it appears that the
power requirements of the member agencies for water supply purposes are large
enough to create significant opportunity
for savings by aggregating loads and
negotiating independent power supply arrangements. Metropolitan’s retail electric
filtration plant loads alone involve a cost in excess of $2 million per year, providing
adequate potential for savings to consider alternate power supplies.

_

What types of assistance might Metropolitan

provide?

Metropolitan could provide the member agencies with assistance through three distinct,
sequential stages. Under Stage 1, Metropolitan would conduct a preliminary survey
of energy needs and provide informational services to the member agencies regarding
the nature of the changes in the electric industry, and the risks and opportunities that
those changes create. If determined appropriate based on information collected in Stage
1, Metropolitan could undertake Stage 2 which would ibvolve assistance in evaluating
opportunities to procure alternate power supplies. In Stage 2, Metropolitan would help
the member agencies assess existing loads, identify power supply options, and rank the
alternatives. Based on the success of Stages 1 and 2, Metropolitan might undertake
Stage 3, in which full power supply mvices would be provided to the member
agencies. Under Stage 3 Metropolitan or a subsidiary would actively market alternate
power supplies to the member agencies, enter contracts to procure resources, and to
provide services.
What risks and uncertainties
services?

would Metropolitan

face as a provider

of power suppler,

The details of the industry structure are still being developed, and the specific
regulatory requirements that would be imposed on Metropolitan have not yet been fully
defined. If Metropolitan contracts with the member agencies to provide power supply
services, then Metropolitan must accept certain obligations and seek to limit the ‘,
liabilities associated with those services. Other entities will compete with Metropolitan,
and the services offered by Metropolitan would need to be designed to assure that no
risks are imposed on those member agencies that choose not to participate in the pow?’
supply services Metropolitan offers. There may also be concerns about competing with
member agencies who operate electric utilities providing retail electric service.

~,
~
”

These risks and uncertainties can be mitigated by undertaking a phased approach to’
providing services, beginning with the low risk, exploratory service represented by
Stage 1, progressing to Stage 2, and then to Stage 3, but only as determined appropriate
based on the success of prior stages.
How would the cost of providing

power supply services be recovered?

Metropolitan would require additional staff and consulting assistance to provide the full
scope of power supply services. However, the cost of all services after 1999 are
proposed to be funded directly by charges to participating member agencies.
What actions should Metropolitan

take?

Metropolitan should seek to undertake the informational services proposed under
Stage I, including a preliminary survey of member agency power requirements. This
action will expand the technical assistance that Metropolitan presently provides its
member agencies to include assistance in minimizing the cost of power for water supply
purposes. No decision need now be made regarding Stages 2 and 3.
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BACKGROUND

The electric utility industry is undergoing significant changes in regulation at both the state
and federal level. These changes are intended to encourage competition in wholesale
electric markets, and increase electric service choices available to retail customers.
Recognizing the significance of the cost for pumping energy in its cost of delivered water,
the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (Metropolitan), has been actively
participating in regulatory proceedings regarding restructuring of the electric utility
industry. Electric restructuring will create new opportunities for Metropolitan and its
member agencies to purchase power in a competitive market, with a wide range of options
and choices available to manage pumping energy costs.
At the wholesale level, restructuring will increase competition as access to the nation’s
transmission grid is opened to all wholesale buyers and sellers under rules established by
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). At the retail level, the California Public
Utilities Commission (CPUC) issued a “Preferred Policy Decision” on restructuring in
December, 1995, phasing in the opportunity for retail customers to choose their power
suppliers, beginning first with large electric customers. The vision of the Preferred Policy
Decision was largely confirmed by Assembly Bill 1890 which was signed into law by
Governor Wilson on September 23,1996.
Electric restructuring
will result in the
“unbundling” of electric service, thereby allowing the retail customer to choose a supplier
of electrical energy other than the owner of the electric distribution system serving that
customer.
Metropolitan is developing strategies to identify and manage risks and to deal with electric
industry restructuring at both the wholesale and retail level. Metropolitan’s principal
objective is to protect its existing low-cost power supply contracts and transmission rights,
which allow Metropolitan to economically meet the pumping energy requirements of the
Colorado River Aqueduct (CRA). Metropolitan is also responsible for a significant share of
the pumping energy requirements of the State Water Project (SWP), and is coordinating with
the California Department of Water Resources to protect the reliability and cost-effectiveness
of its power and transmission supplies for the SWP. Pumping energy required to deliver
SWP and CRA supplies to Metropolitan total approximately 5 billion kWh annually, at a
cost of approximately
$120 million.
Metropolitan
is participating
in restructuring
proceedings at both state and federal levels to protect these interests.
In addition to protecting its interest in maintaining low pumping energy costs, Metropolitan
is seeking, as a secondary objective, to achieve lower costs for the energy purchased at retail
rates to meet the needs of its filtration plants.
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Metropolitan occupies a unique position in the electric industry in that Metropolitan owns
the output of small hydroelectric generating facilities, owns transmission facilities, has been
actively participating in electric power wholesale markets, and yet does not presently sell
power to electric power end users. The evolving restructuring of the electric utility industry
will create new opportunities to access and purchase electric power. Metropolitan has
received inquiries from several of its member agencies interested in the possibility of power
supply services by Metropolitan.
The purpose of this report is to consider whether
Metropolitan should undertake assistance to its member agencies in lowering their water
supply related energy costs.
To respond to such requests there are policy, regulatory, economic, and implementation
considerations to be addressed. Moreover, there is a wide range of roles Metropolitan could
undertake if Metropolitan determines it desirable to assume any role in facilitating member
agency efforts to access lower cost electrical energy supplies in the rapidly evolving electric
market. The following topics and issues are important to Metropolitan’s consideration of
such a role:
Is providing power supply services to Metropolitan’s member agencies consistent with
Metropolitan’s principal objective of protecting its CRA and SWP power interests?
Does Metropolitan’s enabling legislation and administrative code constrain potential
roles in power supply-related services to the member agencies?
What are the services that Metropolitan could provide
range of roles could Metropolitan consider?

to member agencies and what

What are the key risks and opportunities associated with providing
power supply related service to the member agencies?

various levels of

How significant are the energy requirements associated with Metropolitan’s filtration
plants, and of the member agencies’ and sub-agencies’ pumping and water treatment
facilities?
Preliminarily, what are the estimated Metropolitan costs (staffing and outside services)
to provide various power supply related services to the member agencies?
Levels of involvement
which Metropolitan could consider range from education and
facilitation on an as-requested basis to actively marketing power supply services to member
agencies. While Metropolitan could consider any combination of services and roles, the
following three Stages of involvement represent a reasonable range of choices for policy
evaluation purposes, in increasing order of involvement and breadth of responsibility by
Metropolitan:

2
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Stage 1 (Information) - Provide member agencies with information regarding risks and
opportunities of restructuring by providing workshops, reports, and other similar
assistance; and conduct a preliminary survey of member agencies to better define their
water supply-related loads, and to assess the level of interest in Metropolitan-supplied
services.
Stage 2 (Assistance) - Conduct more thorough investigations into the specific power
requirements of individual member agencies, and assist member agencies in developing
power supply energy service strategies and negotiating alternative energy service
arrangements. A decision to implement Stage 2 will depend on positive results in
Stage 1.
Stage 3 (Full Power Supplv Services) - Stage 3 will place Metropolitan in the business
of providing power supply services, and Metropolitan would actively market its services
in competition with other power supply and energy efficiency service providers.
Among the services that Metropolitan would provide on behalf of participating member
agencies in Stage 3 is administration of requests for proposals to solicit bids for various
power supply services; bid evaluation; contract negotiation; and the scheduling, billing
and settlement activities required to serve retail power requirements. Metropolitan may
establish a separate organization to provide Stage 3 services to limit liability. The
specific scope of services Metropolitan would offer in Stage 3 will depend on
Metropolitan’s competitive position and an assessment of market opportunities based
on Stage 1 and Stage 2 experience.

In all cases, progression from one stage to the next would be dependent on (1) sufficient
demand for the next level of assistance, (2) the economic viability of such assistance, and
(3) approval by the Board of Directors.
FINDINGS
1.

Any action considered
should avoid jeopardizing
for the CRA and SWP.

by Metropolitan
the continued

in response to electric utility
restructuring
availability
of favorably-priced
power supplies

The pumping energy requirements of the CRA and SWP are far greater in economic
importance to Metropolitan than the potential energy cost savings that might be
achieved through direct service to Metropolitan’s filtration facilities or the water
supply-related electric loads of the member agencies. It is, therefore, important for
Metropolitan to maintain a primary focus on retaining low cost pumping energy during
electric industry restructuring.
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2. Metropolitan
suppliers

has authority
to directly contract with
to meet Metropolitan’s
power requirements.

electric

utilities

SUMMARY

and other power

The Metropolitan Water District Act (the Act) provides Metropolitan with the authority
to carry out all power supply activities that are necessary for developing and
distributing water. Several sections of the Act specify that Metropolitan may contract
for services or construct any facilities which are necessary to provide for Metropolitan’s
power needs. This means Metropolitan could obtain power supplies for its water
treatment plants and other facilities that are presently served at the retail level by local
utilities.
3.

Metropolitan
agencies.

appears

to have authority

to provide

power

supply

services to member

Metropolitan’s General Counsel has determined that Metropolitan has broad authority
for the purpose of securing power supplies necessary to deliver and distribute water.
Under Metropolitan’s enabling legislation, Metropolitan has sufficient authority to
engage in activities tending to inform and educate the member agencies with regard to
options, market changes, and available services, as contemplated under Stage 1 and
Stage 2. The General Counsel’s Office further concluded that, under AI3 1890, special
districts and public agencies are explicitly granted authority to provide power supply
services. Therefore, Metropolitan may provide power supply services to the water
supply-related loads of the member agencies, as contemplated under Stage 3.
4.

Metropolitan’s
consideration

filtration
of alternate

and Eastside Reservoir
power supplies.

pumping

loads are sufficient

to justify

Metropolitan has approximately 6 megawatts of electrical load at its filtration plants
which is presently served at retail electric rates. The addition of the Eastside Reservoir
will further increase Metropolitan electric loads, and may also be served at retail rates.
With the expected addition of new pumping and other energy requirements on the
Metropolitan system, there is sufficient electric energy demand served at retail rates to
warrant Metropolitan’s consideration of alternative power supplies.
5.

Metropolitan
would likely need to decide to obtain the power supply for its own system
water filtration
plants, presently served with electricity
purchased at retail rates, from
alternative
power supplies
available
under the restructured
market before it would
determine
to provide power-related
services to its member agencies.

If Metropolitan decided to continue obtaining its filtration plant electric energy supply
at standard retail service and rates, then it is unlikely that the necessary staff and other
in-house resources required to provide power supply services to member agencies could
be justified. Metropolitan’s administrative costs might be reduced due to the economies
of scale resulting from provision of power supply services to both Metropolitan’s
filtration plants and member agency loads.
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Offering at least education and facilitation
services (“Stage 1”) to assist Metropolitan‘s
member agencies in electric utility
restructuring
is consistent
with Metropolitan’s
adopted
integrated
resource planning
(lRP)
objectives
and other Metropolitan
objectives.

Metropolitan’s integrated resource plan (IRP) calls for Metropolitan to plan and operate
Given
its system to provide water at the lowest possible cost to the region.
Metropolitan’s knowledge of the power industry, Metropolitan may be better positioned
than some member agencies to effectively deal with electric industry restructuring to
minimize cost of water delivered to the ultimate customer. Providing assistance, if only
at informational levels, is consistent with (1) helping member agencies minimize water
costs, (2) Metropolitan’s IRF’ objectives, and (3) the General Manager’s initiative to offer
technical services to the member agencies.
As explained later, providing
informational
assistance to member agencies as
contemplated in Stage I would require the addition of one-half of a full time equivalent
(FTE) at the engineer level and some amount of consulting assistance. As an alternative
to adding staff for Stage 1, informational assistance could be provided using outside
consultants exclusively with minor impacts on the workload of existing Metropolitan
staff. Metropolitan’s role in Stage 1 should be structured to limit Metropolitan’s
liability.
7. To limit

liability,
Metropolitan
should provide sequentially
higher levels of power
supply service to member agencies in a staged progression
as regulatory
and market
uncertainties
are resolved.

Metropolitan will face few risks as a result of providing Stage 1 informational assistance
to member agencies. Stage 1 assistance would include relatively low cost services
limited to defining and explaining the regulatory and competitive environments for
power supply services, how they impact member agencies, what the member agencies’
options are, and how to generically assess such options. A preliminary survey of the
water supply-related electric loads of the member agencies would also be conducted in
Stage 1.
Metropolitan could use the member agency response to Stage 1 services as a gauge of
the demand for Stage 2 and 3 service offerings. If member agencies show limited
interest in Stage 1 assistance, Metropolitan may conclude that power supply services
should be terminated. Alternatively, a high level of interest could justify additional
service offerings. By progressing to Stage 2, Metropolitan could offer more intensive
and focused assistance without an appreciable increase in risk.
Beginning with Stage 3 Metropolitan would be exposed to both financial and regulatory
risks. Stage 3 service offerings would place Metropolitan squarely in the business of
procuring and arranging for power supplies and power supply services for member
agencies on an ongoing basis. These services will be regulated at some level by
5
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California Public Utilities Commission, in the form of requirements to assure that
market entrants fulfill the obligations they are paid to fulfill. Metropolitan would not
undertake the risks and obligations of Stage 3 unless it were justified by Stage 2
experience.
While there may be meaningful benefits in Metropolitan pursuing the more active roles
contemplated in Stage 3, a decision by Metropolitan is not needed on such a role to
pursue Stages 1 and 2. Moreover, in the coming months, the reguZatory structure should
become more clear enabling
better determination
of the risks
Metropolitan
undertaking
the more extensive roles in Stage 2 or 3.
8.

Metropolitan’s
available.

member

agencies

have several

power

supply

related

and

benefits

service

of

options

The Association of California Water Agencies (ACWA) plans to provide all ACWA
members, including Metropolitan and the member agencies, with an alternative to
continued service from local retail utilities in the coming m0nths.l
As electric
restructuring evolves in California, member agencies will continue to receive numerous
offers for power supply services by entities such as “aggregators,” independent power
producers, power marketers, and even non-local retail utilities.
Electric industry
restructuring will open a range of options to the member agencies, with any
Metropolitan-offered
power supply service being one of many options from which the
member agencies would have the opportunity to choose. Metropolitan should stay
abreast of the market and understand the kinds and types of services that are available
and being offered to the member agencies by competing service providers.
Metropolitan may offer member agencies benefits in power supply related services not
available from its competitors. Such unique benefits could include, but not be limited
to:
linking water scheduling directly to power scheduling.

l

a

l

1

coordinating water storage and delivery schedules while considering power costs
explicitly in optimizing the operation of the distribution system.
helping to plan future member agency storage and distribution facilities to minimize
electric service costs consistent with water delivery alternatives available from
Metropolitan.

As of early December 1996, a total of 74 water agencies were listed as members
of “ACWA-USA,” including seven member agencies and thirteen sub-agencies.
Metropolitan also joined ACWA-USA in 1996.
6
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network.

The CPUC’s Preferred Policy Decision stated that only customers or combined customer
loads with maximum peak demands of at least eight megawatts (MW) should be eligible
to contract for alternative supply arrangements beginning in 1998 (smaller electrical
loads would have access to choice for power supply service later). Due to the small
electrical loads of many member agencies, the CPUC’s plan would likely require more
than half of the member agencies to participate in a load aggregation network in order
to gain access to alternative (i.e., non-utility or non-local retail utility) power supply
arrangements before the year 2002 if this plan is adopted at the 8 MW demand
threshold.2
Absent more detailed evaluation of individual
member agency electrical energy
requirements, it is difficult to generalize the relative economic benefit of Metropolitan
facilitating or providing power supply service over such services by other prospective
However, similar to the unique advantages available to Metropolitan
suppliers.
summarized in finding #8, above, Metropolitan may offer unique benefits in aggregating
the electric loads of member agencies with loads less than 8 MW. Such load
aggregation service may enable the member agencies to participate in accessing
alternative power supplies before the proposed January 1,2002 deadline contemplated
in AB 1890.3
Metropolitan should position itself to be a source of information as the member agencies
contemplate early participation in seeking alternative power suppliers. This role will
assure that Metropolitan is appropriately positioned if and to the extent it is determined
that progression from one stage of service to the next is warranted.
10.

If

Metropolitan
chooses to progress
into Stage 3 service to member
agencies,
Metropolitan
will need to equitably
allocate
the benefits and costs of power supply
related services to participating
member agencies.

If Metropolitan ultimately decides to provide load aggregation and power supply
services to member agencies, careful planning will be required to keep separate the
2

The final phase-in of direct access must be completed by January 1, 2002, in
accordance with AB 1890, but the CPUC is not expected to issue a decision
amending its original schedule for phase-in until March or April 1997. That
decision may adjust the 8 MW criterion.

3

It should be noted that much of the water supply-related electric load of the
member agencies is served by municipal utilities. Such loads may not have the
opportunity for direct access. The municipal utilities are not required to allow
direct access by their customers unless they intend to make direct access sales
to other utilities’ customers, or take advantage of the authority provided by
AB 1890 to collect transition costs.
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existing low-cost power supply for CRA and SWP system pumping,energy requirements
from other energy obtained and provided to meet separate member agency electric
energy requirements. Furthermore, special care will be needed to match the obligations
of individual member agencies served by Metropolitan to the costs or risk associated
Safeguards will be needed to prevent nonwith services provided by Metropolitan.
participating member agencies from facing any potential liabilities associated with
Metropolitan’s provision of power supply services to other member agencies.
11. Metropolitan
who operate

may be viewed as competing
against
their own electric utility
systems.

some of its own member

agencies

Several of Metropolitan’s municipal member agencies also operate electric utilities and
these electric utilities may also seek to provide power supply related services to other
member agencies. The conflicts which could arise if Metropolitan sought to offer power
supply related services to its member agencies can be substantially avoided if
Metropolitan does not seek to provide, except at the member agencies’ request, power
supply related services to those member agencies which operate electric utilities.
12.

If Metropolitan
to its member
of value.

is to provide informational
agencies, such services would

assistance on electric utility
restructuring
need to be started in the near future to be

To help the member agencies understand and take advantage of electric utility
restructuring, Metropolitan
should immediately begin to provide informational
assistance to member agencies, as described under the following section on near term
actions. Other providers of power supply related services are already contacting some
of the member agencies, and this trend will accelerate as restructuring in California
proceeds.
13. Metropolitan
supply
agencies.

should use information
developed through the provision
of Stage 1 power
services to evaluate the business of increased levels of service to the member

Metropolitan will have the opportunity to gather a significant amount of information
through its Stage 1 activities regarding the demand for Metropolitan’s power supply
services. This information, which includes both member agency feedback on Stage 1
informational services, as well as the results of the preliminary survey conducted in
Stage 1, will be valuable in assessing the viability of Metropolitan expanding such a
business through Stages 2 and 3.
Based on existing information, Table 1 provides a summary of the benefits and risks for
each stage of power supply services.

EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

TABLE 1
MEMBER
AGENCY POWER SUPPLY SERVICES
SUMMARY
OF RISKS AND BENEFITS
Stage - Description

Benefits

1 Information
- Help
member agencies
understand risks and
opportunities

Provides member agencies with a
source of objective information
regarding the impacts and
opportunities
of restructuring.

Member agencies with no
interest in Metropolitan’s
power supply services may
consider even informational
services as beyond
Metropolitan’s
appropriate
Provides Metropolitan
with
valuable information
regarding the role.
interests and energy demands of
the member agencies which can be
used in assessing the business
decision of providing
service
under Stages 2 and 3.

2 Assistance - Help
member agencies
develop power
supply strategies and
evaluate power
supply arrangements

Provides the member agencies
with objective analysis of
alternative power supply
arrangements,
and assistance in
securing arrangements
which best
fit each member agency’s needs.
Provides Metropolitan
with
additional
information
and
opportunity
to further assess
demand for Stage 3 services.

3 Full Power Supplv
Services - Actively
market power supply
service to member
agencies

Provides member agencies with a
competitive
option for aggregating
water supply-related
electric loads
and securing low-cost alternative
power supplies.
Broadens the scope of
Metropolitan’s
service to its
member agencies to fully include
power supply services, a
significant component
of the final
delivered cost of water to the
member agencies’ customers.

Risks

Metropolitan
may incur
liability
by providing
specific
recommendations
regarding
power supply arrangements
(such risk could likely be fully
mitigated
by appropriate
participation
of the General
Counsel’s office in defining
Stage 2 services).

Metropolitan
would take on
some level of obligation
for
providing
power supply
services, including
capacity
and energy, transmission
and
ancillary services, meter
reading, billing, and payment.
Tariffs and agreements would
need to be structured to avoid
imposing
costs or risks on
member agencies who do not
elect to take power supply
service from Metropolitan.

Table 2 summarizes
the estimated
duration and the approximate
staffing requirements
and
costs based on these three progressive
stages of assistance.
(Appendix
C to the full report
provides supporting
detail.)

EXECUTIVE

TABLE 2
AGENCY POWER SUPPLY SERVICES
SUMMARY OF COSTS

MEMBER

BASE CASE
First
Year

SUMMARY

Incremental
Staffing
Requirements
(FTE)

AGGRESSIVE
First Year
cost in
Water
Rated

First
Year

SERVICE

Incremental
Staffing
Requirements

CASE

WEI

First Year
cost in
Water
Rates’

STAGE 1 INFORMATION

1997

.5

$186,000

1997

.5

$186,000

STAGE 2 ASSISTANCE

1999

1

$309,000

1998

1

$305,000

STAGE 3 FULL POWER
SUPPLY SERVICES

2002

4

$0

1999

8

$0

1 The annual cost for each stage is incremental-Stage 1 activities are assumed to continue after Stage 2 is initiated, and Stage 2
activity continues after Stage 3 is initiated. After the first year of Stage 2 all costs are assumed to be recovered through fees.

The staffing requirements and schedule for progression to Stages 2 and 3 are estimates. The
final cost and timing will depend upon the ongoing resolution of regulatory issues, the
relative advantages of competitors providing power supply services, and the detailed
strategy for implementation that Metropolitan develops through its experience in providing
Stage 1 services. Recognizing these uncertainties, Table 3 provides an estimate of the
staffing and annual cost for the base case.
TABLE 3
PROJECTED
ANNUAL
COST1
AND STAFFING
REQUIREMENTS
(1997 TO 2002)
1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

Stage 1

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 2

Stage 2

Stage 3

.5

.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

5.5

Annual Cost’

186,000

138,000

408,000

363,000

369,000

1,144,OOO

Cumulative

186,000

324,000

732,000

Level of Service
Total Additional
Cost

Staff

’ All costs after 1999 (the first year of Stage 2) are planned
services.
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1,095,OOO 1,464,OOO 2,608,OOO

to be recovered

in fees for power

supply
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NEAR-TERM

ACTIONS

FOR CONSIDERATION

SUMMARY

BY METROPOLITAN.

Even if Metropolitan ultimately elects to undertake the power supply services contemplated
in Stage 2 or 3, Metropolitan would first need to better ascertain the electric energy needs
of its individual member agencies, and work with those agencies to better determine the
extent of their interest in receiving power supply services from Metropolitan.
Therefore,
Metropolitan would need to first perform Stage 1 services before member agency interest
in Stage 2 or Stage 3 services could be determined. Given the expressions of interest to
date from some member agencies, and the potential joint benefits to Metropolitan and its
member agencies, it is reasonable to undertake initial efforts toward Stage 1, without
committing at this time to any long term role or service obligations. Initial actions which
would be required before a decision to embark on any more extensive role would include
information gathering and exchange activities with the member agencies, including but not
limited to:
Conduct a preliminary survey of the nature and current power costs of the water
supply-related electric loads of the member agencies to better determine the potential
benefits of power supply services by Metropolitan.
Host workshops or conferences to ensure that member agencies are up-to-date
electric industry restructuring
and the threats and opportunities
presented
restructuring in it’s current stage of evolution.

on
by

Provide member agency staff and management with periodic briefings and updates on
developing technical issues and alternatives that may affect their power supply planning
decisions.
Explain to member agencies who have expressed interest in power supply related
services from Metropolitan the range of services which may be considered, depending
upon member agency interest. In addition, clarify the constraints which restrict use of
low-cost power supply used for CRA and SWP pumping energy requirements from
being applied to member agency electrical loads.
Based on the results of these informational sessions and the preliminary
agency interests can be better defined, and a common understanding
industry restructuring and opportunity for reduced energy costs can be
informational
activities will provide a foundation for evaluating the
contemplated under Stages 2 and 3.
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survey, member
of the status of
developed. Such
broader services

